In Rayleigh-Bernard convection, discrete transitions from steady-state to periodic to aperiodic convection have been experimentally observed. (See the recent reviews by Fenstermacher et al. 1978 and Busse 1978.) As the Rayleigh number is increased and the fluid becomes more "turbulent",the Fourier spectrum (in time) of the velocity develops a single spike (and its overtones) and shows a gradual increase of the broad band background noise that eventually overwhelms the spikes. Although the transitions depend not only on the Rayleigh numbe~ but also on the Prandtl number and initial conditions, there has recently been much interest in trying to compute these transitions from the actual equations of motion.
In attempting to compute time-dependent numerical solutions to the three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equation,one is forced to make severe approximations. When simplifying the equations of motion to make them numerically tractable,one hopes to establish a compromise so that the modified equations are uncomplicated enough to be easily solved, yet complete enough that the underlying physics of the fluid dynamics is not lost.
The crudest approximation is the Lorenz (1963) model. The
Lorenz model predicts not only the transitions to steady-state and time-dependent convection, but also a sequence of bifurcations that eventually leads to chaotic (aperiodic) behavior. theory of turbulence,which states that after no more than three bifurcations to a periodic or quasi-periodic state there should be a transition to aperiodicity. The fundamental question to be answered, of course, is whether the qualitative time dependence of these equations is due to the underlying physics that these equations are trying to model or whether bifurcations are a general property of sets of severely truncated nonlinear differential equations. A truncation of the governing equations of convection that is less severe than McLaughlin and Martin's treatment in the radial direction is single-mode theory (Gough et al., 1975) . Single-mode theory has only one horizontal mode so has less horizontal resolution than McLaughlin and Martin's 4-mode solution. Surprisingly, the numerical solutions to the single-mode equations (Toomre et al., 1977) do not exhibit bifurcations to periodic or aperiodic states and are time-independen~ for!!! Rayleigh numbers. Numerical solutions to a truncated In trying to understand mathematically the bifurcation sequenceofatruncated representation of the equations of motion, it is easy to lose sight of what is physically happening in the fluid. Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to examine the solutions to truncated modal equations for convection in a sphere and to determine which qualitative features of the solutions represent real physical processes in the fluid and which features are due solely to the effects of truncation.
In section 2 of this paper we briefly review the Galerkin multi-mode equations (including single-mode and Lorenz) for ;e~
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• "N, ... and(y",l",m") that obey certain selection rules. The selection rules and the explicit expressions for the nonlinear interactions are given in a previous paper (Marcus 1979) in terms of Wigner-3j symbols. For a sphere with an impermeable, stressfree boundary the velocity is constrained at r=l so that:
w.
We also require that the surfaee be isotnermal:
We are free to choose the mean temperature to be zero at r=l: We must use ~he central tem~eratu~e as a measure of ~he .fficiency convection :,ecause the Nusselt n\.!ruber is not well-defined.
for our boundary conditions. ..
What are the consequence~ of setting some modes equal to zero? Th. equation for mean value _ of the temperature, (2.11),is well approximated, if and only if the termi:l(l+l)
Ir, when summed over the finite set of kept modes, y,A-,m y, ,m is nearly equal to what it would be if it were summed over all modes. Now, ~1(1+1) w ~ T ft Ir is equal to the con- Simila~ly it can be shown that equations (2.5) -(2.S) are well approximated only if we include the modes that are responsible for (1) the production of kinetic energy from buoyancy forces,
(2) the production of the temperature variance, 1/2 T ~ (3) the viscous dissipation of kinetic energy, (ij) the dissipation of the temperature variance, (5) and those modes that p~ovide the nonlinear cascade of energy from the production modes to the dissipative ~odes. We expect that the modes most responsible for production of the kinetic energy temperature variance and convective flux are the largest spatial modes. We also expect that if we wish to include all of the modes that are impor~ant i~ the cascade and dissipation of kinetic energy and temperature variance, we will have to retain all modes with Reynolds or ?eclet numbers are greater than one. is (Marcus, 1980a) er.te'!"s :.n
The time-averaged value of the rate at which kinetic energy is dissipated ,«KE out » , must be equal to «KEin»' KE out is given by • -14-From equation (2.24) we see that one way in which the rate of dissipation can be increased is by increasing the kinetic energy of the modes. We therefore expect the kinetic energy of a severely truncated system to be abnormally high. This increase will be evident in the numerical examples in the next section.
D. The Effect of Truncation on the Fluctuating Thermal Energy
The rate at which temperature variance is created in the fluid is If ~he Galerkin truncation does not include the thermally, dissipative modes, the truncated sol~tion will have ~o adjust itself so that «~E t» is kept equal to «~E. ». The scluou 
E. Single-Mode Theory
The severest truncation of a multi-mode expansion is to retain only one horizontal mode. This requires that the solution be of the form:
' " T(r,6,q"t) = <T(r,t» + T(r,t) h (6 ,¢) (2.29)
'" P(r,6,q"t) = <P(r,t» + P(r,t) h (e ,¢) (2.30) ' " w(r,6,t) = w(r,t) h (9,$) (2.31)
where an eigenfl'.nction of the horizontal Laplacia""\,
Because the toroidal modes are not involved in the convective flux, kinetic energy production, cr temperature variance procuc- If we were interested in computing solutions only when the Rayleigh number is slightly greater than its critical value, it would be practical to expand the velocity and temperature in the eigenmodes that a:e calculated with the conductive temperature gradient. • .. To compute solutions to the modal equations,we have chosen the set of modes in the Galerkin expansion to be all of the spherical harmonics, y2,m with ~ S ~cutoff,and all m. The radial dependence is finite-differenced with 128 grid points. For ~cutoff=3,6,9, and 12 we find that the solution is time-independent. A complete description of the solution with ~ -12 cutoffappears elsewhere (Marcus 1980a = 3 is less than it is for 1 f-= 12. cuto r A more sensitive probe of the effects of truncation is the kinetic and thermal energy spectra as functions 0: the hori=on-tal wavenumber. In table 3.2 we have lis~ed !E(t,r=O.5),whic~ is t~e 2-dimensional thermal va~iance s?ec~ru~ at ~=O.5, with waven~mber 1, i.e. ---' .............. . ,!tI!Il,«!nllHllm""""""'ltI1mlfl1l!111"OIII~III!\IIIIIi<tI'~"\lil"l~II~~.""'HI'I """""llIH"""""III~"II"'fll'""""'II"""''''""''"'''i'"'',""""n:."",,.,,,
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.., . '- w. have .hown that i! the truncation il too levere,the thermal variance spectrum will become inverted. with the hiah waven~.r ~islipation mode. havina more eneray than the low waven~er production cedel. !he thermal variance inversion doe. not ee5t:-oy t."1e til:l-independent property of the :lui~. We hav. shewn !on one example -=hat i! the '::'l.!."'lca'tien !ol .e"(:"1 er.ouah h .
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